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Be Constitutional Reform shall reconsidered
2019 is originally, the annum which should be jubilantly celebrated for the
70th anniversary of, inauguration of the People’s Republic of China since
1st–Oct-1949. However, how HK in contrast, appeared even cancellation of
nighttime-firework, decided by Mrs. Carrie LAM Chief Executive of HK Govt.,
up to this time it ought to praise for the “birthday” of the motherland?
In fact, since 6/2019 the controversy around Extradition Amendment
emerged, numerous severe chaos & riots were incurred & up to now, it has
even not yet thoroughly stopped for respective protests. How, we HK’s people
really had inadequate “patriotic” heart with mood, onto genuinely applaud for
the National Day of 70 years old of China?
On recall I deem, core to cause the chaos was truly, owing to the failure of
Constitutional Reform of 2017 which was processed during in 2014-15. And,
now on review to the August-31st Framework decided by the Standing
Committee of the National People’s Congress in 2014, its authority of
legitimacy does seem to be, truly quite limited on execution!
Objectively, the August-31st Framework is only just a Decision specifically
to the 2017 election of Chief Executive. In comparison with “written
constitution” of Articles like 39, 45, 68, Annex I, Annex II in HKSAR Basic Law,
relatively, the authority of August-31st Decision should be however, even
inferior than the counterparts in Basic Law!
So, like Article 39 “Law of Human Rights” which prescribes guarantee to
civil & political rights of HK’s people, its authority may actually, even surpass
the one of August-31st Framework, as essence of possibly breaching the
Constitutional/ Basic Law of the latter oneself.
Hence, for more appropriately mitigate present conflict in society after
Extradition Amendment since 6/2019, at more progressive HK Govt. shall be at
earlier time on announcing, that to strive on creating more “conducive
conditions” for reconsidering “Constitutional Reform” of 2022 & 24. Even if, it
has to be more conservative the administration shall still express quite more
approved stance, towards both the universal suffrages in 2027 & 28, on
alleviating current dissent of HK’s people.
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